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Chapter Six
The statement1, “Weeping is affixed in my heart on this side and joy on that side”, is well
known. This is to say that one must prepare his soul for the general knowledge of the
chaining down (Hishtalshelut) of the Infinite Light in the worlds of ABY”A2, until his soul
becomes a fitting receptacle for this. This can only come about through these two matters
of weeping and rejoicing. For, although they are two opposites, nonetheless, they come
together, literally as one, specifically from the same contemplation. It is specifically through
this that his soul becomes well prepared, so that the comprehension of the particulars of the
Infinite Light in the worlds of ABY”A become embedded in the essence [of his soul].
If either of these3 is missing, in other words, if there is one without the other, [then it is
certain that nothing has become embedded in his soul]. Even if it appears to him that both
are in his heart, but they are not within his soul truly and deeply, but only in an external,
passing way, this is a sure sign that nothing has become embedded in his soul, except from a
very great distance4. With the slightest opposition, such as being greatly occupied5 or from
an increased sense of self and ego, it6 will be completely uprooted from his heart.
As is known, the explanation of these matters is that pleasure and joy are in Chochmah and
Binah. Pleasure is in Chochmah (insight), and joy is in Binah (comprehension)7. (As is known,
1

See Zohar II, page 255a, Zohar III, page75a, also see Tanya, end of chapter 34.
This is an acronym for the worlds of Atzilut, Briyah, Yetzirah and Asiyah.
3
Joy and weeping (love and fear)
4
That is to say, without both of these aspects, it is certain that his perception of G-dliness was only from a
very great distance, if at all. It is necessary for both of these aspects, Joy and weeping (or love and fear) to
be present, in order to come close to G-d. These two, love and fear, are called, “Trayn Gadfin D’Parchin
L’Eiylah – The two wings which fly upward”. That is, these are the two wings which bring one close to
G-d. However, just as the two wings of a bird must be equal in proportion to each other for flight to occur,
so too, these two must likewise be proportionate to each other. Furthermore, the strength of the wings is
what determines the heights to which the bird may soar. Likewise here, it is the strength and depth of these
two aspects which will determine how close one may come to G-d.
5
Such as, in matters of securing a livelihood…
6
That is, with the slightest opposition, the little bit of love and fear that he possessed will be completely
uprooted from his heart. This is because they were not embedded into the very depths and essence of his
being in the first place. Because of this, it is possible for him to forget about the Creator.
7
As explained previously, Chochmah is the seminal flash of insight and understanding into a subject
matter. However, the seminal flash of insight itself (the Omek Hamoosag) is beyond concrete grasp and
comprehension. Nonetheless, the “grasp” of this depth produces the effect of sublimation to the depth of
the concept being studied. In other words, his self is so involved in the grasp of the concept that he is
unaware of himself. When he grasps this depth, the effect is a totally sublime pleasure and bliss. In
contrast, Binah is the aspect of concrete comprehension, in the way of a “something”, which is felt. The
2

this is the difference between Shabbat and Yom Tov.8) The comprehension of the intellect
gives rise to joy, that is, the joy of the soul. This is as stated9, “The mother10 of the children
rejoices”. Moreover, as is known, the primary source of joy is specifically in G-dliness, as
stated11, “They will rejoice in You”, specifically.
Now, we explained previously in regard to the comprehension [of Binah], that “no thought
can grasp Him”. Quite the contrary, He is astounding in the great degree of His separation.12
This is the aspect of the Koach Ma”h (the power of “what”) of Chochmah, [in which the
perception] is concealed, as explained above. This being the case, it should be the opposite;13
that joy is not into G-d’s essence. For, as soon as he comprehends it, it can no longer be
His [G-d’s] true essence, but rather only an aspect of how He restrains14 Himself in order to
bring the created into being. Accordingly, Chochmah, which is the aspect of “nothingness”, as
previously explained, is where it would be fitting for the joy of “we will rejoice in You” to
exist. However, this is not the case, for as is known, sublimation, which is the opposite of
joy, is specifically in Chochmah, while joy is in Binah.
Rather, as is known, the explanation of this is that everything contains its opposite.
Moreover, although it is revealed as its actual opposite, from this [fact] itself we see that its
whole force is only due to the opposing force.15 Furthermore, the strength of the opposing
force is [always] commensurate to the strength of its opposite, literally. If so, they are
literally as one.

effect of this concrete comprehension is Joy which is different from the peaceful bliss of pleasure. As
opposed to pleasure, which is an internal, inward feeling, joy is an outpouring of happiness, which spreads
out into other matters.
8
Generally, Shabbat is called Kodesh – Holy and Separate. That is, it is a thing unto itself. On Shabbat
one does not interact with the world, but rather, it is a day of interaction with G-d. Furthermore, it says,
“You shall call Shabbat pleasure”. This then is the relationship between Shabbat, Chochmah, and pleasure.
In contrast, in regard to Yom Tov (the Holidays) it is stated, “You shall be joyful on your holidays”.
Furthermore, on the holidays one is permitted to do various types of labor and interaction with the world,
such as cooking etc. We therefore understand the relationship between Binah, which is the aspect of Joy,
and Yom Tov. This will all be explained in greater detail in chapter 26.
9
Psalms 113:9
10
Chochmah is called Father, and Binah is called Mother. This is because it is Chochmah which provides
the seminal flash of insight and intuition, while it is the brain of Binah which develops that seminal flash
into a full blown concept. Furthermore, as explained, it is from Binah that the “children”, i.e. the emotions,
are born.
11
See the Amidah prayer for the holidays.
12
In other words, we previously explained that regarding G-d’s essence, the thought of Binah can have no
grasp of it. It is only the perception and “sight” of (the Koach Ma”h of) Chochmah which can have a
glimpse of the truth of G-d’s essence, but only in a concealed way. How, then, can we say, “We will
rejoice in You”, signifying a comprehension of the aspect of Binah into G-d’s essence?
13
It should be the opposite, i.e. that joy is from the aspect of Chochmah, which has a glimpse into the
essence of G-d. In Binah, as soon as he has a comprehension of it, it can no longer be the essence of G-d,
since comprehension is absolutely defined and limited. The above statement, “we will rejoice in You”,
which refers to the comprehension of Binah, is therefore not understood.
14
Tzimtzum. This will be explained in chapters 12 and 13.
15
For example, pleasure and pain are two opposites, but they are the very same power, as will be explained
momentarily. For example, the pleasure one has in a certain thing will be the pain at his separation from it.
They are literally commensurate to each other. Therefore, it is specifically from the opposite of pleasure,
which is pain, that we can actually gauge how much pleasure a person has in something.

An example of this is pleasure and pain. Commensurate to the degree of a person’s pleasure
in something, will be the degree of the arousal of pain, which is the absence of the pleasure
which opposes [the pain]. This takes place should something stand in opposition, to negate
that pleasure, since that is its opposite16. The opposite is true as well. The degree of his
pleasure in something cannot be recognized except through the degree of pain he has when
that thing is missing17. We see that this is literally one force, except that it divides into two
equal lines which are literally in equal balance to each other. The one side will not be
stronger than the second, even to the amount of “the thorn of a Yud”18.
The same [principle] applies to joy and weeping19. To the degree of his joy, which is a felt
and revealed pleasure when G-dliness is revealed in his grasp, as explained above, so will be
the degree of the second side,20 which specifically comes out of it and from its power. This
[second side] is the weeping over the lack of revealed light in his soul, because G-dliness is
concealed [from him], until he literally despises his life.
The more one has tasted the flavor of Divine pleasure with rejoicing, the more embittered
will he be in his soul from its opposite. Likewise, the opposite is [also] true. From the
degree of the depth of his bitterness and weeping, that he despises his physical life, is the
strength of his pleasure and joy in G-dliness recognized. This is the gauge for the measure of
its strength. This is because these two lines are counterbalanced with absolute equilibrium, as
explained above. This, then, is the meaning of “Weeping is affixed in my heart on this side
and joy on that side”, with equal measure, literally.21
Likewise, even higher than this is the aspect of the concealed pleasure of Chochmah. It is
from this, (the depth of his pleasure which is concealed in his essence,22) that the aspect of a
16

Commensurate to one’s pleasure in any given thing will be his pain at the lack of this pleasure. The lack
of the pleasure comes about because of some kind of opposing force. So, for example, one’s pleasure in
living is not revealed until an “opposing force” comes to bring his life to an end (G-d forbid). It is
specifically then that his pleasure in living will become revealed through the revelation of his pain in its
opposite. For example, one does not realize how much he appreciates and enjoys breathing until he can no
longer breathe. This is not to say that he did not appreciate and delight in breathing before, only that
usually he is unaware of it. What reveals it, is its opposite, the opposing force. From this we see that the
pleasure in something and the pain when it is lacking are literally commensurate to each other. According
to how much pleasure he takes in any given thing that will be the amount of pain at the lack of it.
17
See the previous footnote, and the example of how one’s appreciation of life becomes revealed only
when there is some opposing force threatening to remove his life (G-d forbid).
18
That is, the two sides of the “scale” are absolutely equal, and one side will not “outweigh” the other, even
the slightest amount.
19
This refers to the statement quoted at the beginning of this chapter, “Weeping is affixed in my heart on
this side and joy on that side”. These two sides are literally commensurate to each other, as will now be
explained.
20
This refers to the pain at the absence of revelation of G-dliness.
21
All of the above refers to the joy and pain which are born of Binah comprehension. The Rebbe will now
discuss the aspects which are born from the pleasure of Chochmah.
22
Just as with any other great pleasure, one’s entire being is completely invested into it, i.e. he is
sublimated to it, to the point where he is aware of nothing but it. Here too, when one is having a flash of
insight, and specifically a flash of the Truth of G-d, although the pleasure itself in this is a concealed
pleasure, he is totally unaware of himself but rather only of the object of his pleasure, in this case G-d.
This is the sublimation which is borne of the concealed pleasure of Chochmah (which is called Eden –
pleasure).

total and complete sublimation of himself comes. Therefore, its opposite, which is born of
its strength, is the matter of casting his soul23 against anything which opposes this. For, this
is included in the aspect of his ego24. In other words, he will despise his life with total and
true negation of self25, as in the verses, “Who [but You] do I have in the heavens? And
beside You I desire nothing on earth. My flesh and my heart fail: but G-d is the strength of
my heart, and my portion for ever.” For, these two lines are [literally] on equal balance, as
explained above. This will suffice those of understanding.
Now, there is [an aspect of] weeping which is even higher than this26. This comes about out
of the lack of comprehension [into G-dliness] because [G-d] is so absolutely and awesomely
beyond any relativity [to him] since the vessel of his brain cannot contain it27. This is like
how, “The eyes of Rabbi Akiva flowed with tears”28 because of the deep secrets which the
vessel [of his brain] could not contain. This is the aspect of the astonishment at the
“concealed of all concealments”, i.e. literally the Essence of the Infinite Light (Atzmoot Ohr
Ein Sof), which is beyond comprehension whatsoever. On the contrary, the more one delves
into it, the more astonished he becomes, as previously mentioned. Specifically from this his
heart becomes [filled] with consternation and he weeps. This only comes because of his
immense pleasure and desire to comprehend, which he is incapable of doing.29
23

24

With complete self-sacrifice.

This is to say, his very ego and self is invested in this to the point that this itself is his ego. Therefore,
anything which opposes it brings out his essential self and ego in opposition. Just as when a person’s ego
or sense of self is threatened, it comes out full force against this opposition, here too, when his “ego”, i.e.
his total sublimation, awareness and pleasure in G-d, is threatened, his entire self comes out in opposition
to it. Another explanation of this can be understood from an entirely different angle. That is, his ego and
sense of self itself is in opposition to this total sublimation to G-d. Therefore, because of his total
sublimation and pleasure in G-d, he will be pained by any awareness and sense of self, to the point where
he will literally despise anything aside from G-d, including himself. This is to say, he will be pained at his
very existence and awareness of self. His sole refuge and desire is awareness of G-d, which is its opposite.
25
This is to say, his entire self and “ego” is invested in G-d and the revelation and awareness of G-d, to the
point where he will do anything for G-d, even to the point of death. His entire life will be invested in
revealing G-d everywhere and in everything, for he will despise anything and anywhere where this
revelation is lacking. To him, G-d is everything and without G-d everything is clearly worthless and
purposeless, as portrayed by the verses which the Rebbe quotes.
26
That is, it is higher than both of the two levels mentioned above.
27
This is to say, because he is a limited creation, by the very definition of his existence the vessel of his
brain cannot contain thoughts of the essence of G-d. As soon as he does comprehend, it is certain that this
is not the essence of the Creator, about whom it states, “No thoughts can grasp Him, whatsoever”. Because
of this his weeping is immense and is caused by his very existence. In the previous level, these tears are
lacking and instead there is only a total sublimation of himself to the G-dliness vested in the concepts
which he grasps. There, his tears come about from anything which separates him from this awareness.
However, on this higher level, his tears are the result of his very existence. That is, in the previous level,
his grasp is of the “something of the nothing” which is the external aspect of Chochmah. Here though, his
grasp is of the inner aspect of Chochmah, the “nothing of the nothing”, which only arouses absolute
astonishment and sublimation.
28
See Zohar Vayera 98b
29
In other words, his tears come about because of his limitations and his limited existence, and he weeps
over the fact that he cannot grasp the essence of G-d. These tears prove that the other side of the coin is an
absolute and total pleasure in G-d’s essence. It is for this reason that he cries. According to the depth of
his tears is the depth of his pleasure into the essence of G-d. They are commensurate to each other, as
explained above.

As is known, this30 is the principal receptacle for the aspect of insight into the secrets of the
Torah. This is as explained elsewhere regarding the statement, “The secrets of the Torah are
only given over to a person whose heart is worried within him” 31. However, were he to
comprehend the actual Essence of the Infinite Light, then there would be a matter of joy
into His (G-d’s) essence.32 Now, although the revelation of this G-dly pleasure comes in a
completely felt way33, nonetheless, its source is in the essential pleasure which is concealed
from him34. It is from this [pleasure] that the opposite comes forth, which are the tears at
the wonderment and separation of G-d and the lack [of comprehension of Him], as
mentioned previously. For, these two poles are also in equal balance, literally. That is to say,
according to the degree and strength of the great and immense pleasure he would have in the
Essence of G-d were he to actually comprehend Him, accordingly, it’s opposite will be
present, which is the deep weeping when the vessels of his brain cannot comprehend [Him],
as explained above. This will suffice those of understanding.
We, therefore, find that the order of the levels of “a thing and its opposite” is as follows:
[First is] the joy and happiness from a revelation of G-dly light which is actually
comprehended35. The opposite which comes from it, is the weeping over the concealment
or opposition to this.
Higher than this, is the aspect of the concealed pleasure and joy, which is in the Koach Ma”h
of Chochmah into the essence of the G-dliness which brings [everything] into being36. Its
30

This refers to the worry and pain at the lack of comprehension of G-d’s essence specifically.
See tractate Chagigah 13a
32
As in the verse stated previously, “We will rejoice in You”, literally.
33
This refers to the tears, which result from the same power of pleasure. These tears come in a completely
felt way. That is, he truly feels himself and the limitations of his existence. He feels himself to be a totally
defined and limited “something”. It is specifically because he is aware of his own limited existence that he
is aroused to tears. For how can a limited being contain and comprehend the Unlimited Being?
Furthermore, the more he comprehends, the more he realizes the extent of his limitations, which arouses
even greater tears because of his great pleasure in the essence of G-d, which he is incapable of
comprehending. However, it is specifically this which will cause an arousal from Above, to bestow this
comprehension upon him. This is as explained that the Yesh Ha’Amiti – the True Something (G-d) only
dwells within the Yesh Gamur – The complete something (a person such as this).
34
That is, the tears into the Essence of G-d are totally felt and revealed, however, its source is the pleasure
into G-d’s essence which is totally concealed.
35
As explained in Kuntrus HaHitapa’alut, this is the aspect of the emotions which result from the
comprehension of the external explanations, such as the order of Creation (Seder Hishtalshelut). Here, he
comprehends with a complete grasp, the aspect of how Creation is created, and how it is conducted etc.
This understanding arouses his emotions of joy, in a revealed fashion, as explained above. When there is
opposition to this revelation, he is pained, which is the opposite of the joy and comes out of it. (This is the
arousal of the Neshamah level of the soul.)
36
This is the aspect of Ma’amik in which he delves into the depths of the concept, grasping one depth after
another. (This is when he grasps the Omek Hamoosag, mentioned previously.) Here, the arousal is
because he senses and perceives the essence of the G-dly light which is enclothed in the general point of the
concept. In other words, with the eye of his mind he perceives the essence of the G-dly light which creates
the entire chaining down of the worlds. This causes a total sublimation, i.e. the investment of his entire self
into this depth. This comes because of the concealed pleasure which is invested in this comprehension. Its
opposite, which is born of its strength, is that he will despise his life and sense of self, and everything aside
from G-d. (This is the arousal of the Chayah level of the soul)
31

opposite power is that he despises his own life, and the life of anything other than G-d, as in
the verse, “Who have I in the heavens…”
Even higher than this is the aspect of the essential pleasure and joy specifically into the
Essence of G-d.37 This is like the statement, “They will rejoice in You”, literally, in a
revealed way38. Its opposite power comes forth when the vessels of his brain cannot contain
this. This causes him to weep. (This is like the weeping of one who is separated from
someone he truly loves with his soul. For example, [regarding the love of] David and
Yehonatan, [it states,] “He loved him as one loves his own soul”. [Therefore, when they
were forced to separate] it is written, “They kissed one another and they wept”. This
[weeping] comes as a result of the strength of the abundant love and great pleasure they have
when they are together as one. There are many more examples of this.)
All the above, answers the previous matter concerning the fact that joy is in Binah and
pleasure is in Chochmah39. Although the comprehension itself is into a restrained revelation
(Tzimtzum) of G-dly light, which he [is capable of] comprehending, nonetheless, the source
of the joy40 reaches into the essence of G-d, specifically, just as the souls in Gan Eden literally
derive pleasure from the ray of the Divine presence (Zeev HaShechina)41. [Even though] their
comprehension too, comes in a restrained, limited fashion42, as is known. This then is the
meaning of “We shall rejoice in You”, specifically. That is, “Joy on this side”, and its
opposite which results from its force is the “weeping”, as in the three above mentioned
levels43. These two poles are exactly equally balanced, as mentioned above.
This also is the meaning of the verse44, “[Because thou wouldst not serve the L-rd thy G-d]
with joyfulness and gladness of the heart, because of the abundance of all things”, i.e. with
comprehension into He who brings [everything] into being.45 Similarly, [it will thus be46] in
37

This is the arousal of the Yechidah level of the soul, and is specifically into the Essence of G-d, in how
G-d Himself is.
38
That is, this is the joy into G-d’s essence from the actual revelation of Himself, as explained above.
39
The question asked previously was as follows: We said that joy is in Binah while pleasure is in
Chochmah. However, the verse states, “We will rejoice in You”, referring to a joy into G-d’s very essence.
How is this possible in the comprehension of Binah about which it states, “No thought shall grasp you”?
40
That is, the joy which results from his comprehension is specifically into the essence of G-d. This is
evidenced by its opposite power which becomes revealed, which is the outburst of weeping from the fact
that the vessel of his brain cannot contain a true grasp of G-d.
41
See tractate Brachot 17a
42
Which explains how there can be different levels of Gan Eden.
43
This is to say, as the world is now, the revelation of G-d is in a limited constrained fashion, therefore the
side of these two poles which becomes revealed in him, is the weeping. This revealed side is equal to the
concealed side, which is the joy into G-d’s essence. However, in the future, when G-d will be revealed,
then this joy will become revealed and the weeping will become concealed. Nonetheless, they are
commensurate.
44
Deuteronomy, Ki Tavo 28:47
45
The Hebrew text of this verse is, “”תחת אשר לא עבדת את ה' אלוקיך בשמחה ובטוב לבב מרוב כל. The simple
explanation of this verse is that it is a rebuke for not serving G-d in times of abundance. However, it can
also be understood that one’s joy in serving G-d should surpass everything – Kol. The numerical value of
the word Kol – כל, is 50. This refers to the 50th gate of Binah which is the comprehension of the depth of
everything in creation (the entire seder hishtalshelut) and is the highest level of understanding. However,
this verse is teaching that one’s understanding must surpass even this, and reach deeper than the depth of
created existence, to understand the Creator Himself.

the future, as is written47, “We will behold G-d eye to eye” and,48 “On that day it will be said,
this is our G-d”, in the second person49. Then, [on that day] “We will rejoice and be glad in
Him” specifically, as is known. This will suffice those of understanding.
However, [in the state of the world as it exists] now,50 all of this bursts forth and comes out
specifically through its opposition. [Therefore, what becomes revealed is] specifically the
opposite, which is the “weeping on this side”. [This is revealed] all the way to the highest
levels51, as stated52, “They shall come with weeping”, specifically53. Likewise it states54, “He
who goes weeping on his way, [bearing a bag of seed, shall come back with a joyful shout,
carrying his sheaves]”55. However, in time to come there will be laughter56, as stated57, “Then
shall our mouths be filled with laughter”, and as explained elsewhere regarding the matter of
the joust [kenigya]58. This is likewise the explanation of the verse59, “Thou art our father”,
that60 “this refers to Yitzchak”, that this Tzchok (laughter) will come about in the future61.

46

That is, in the coming redemption the very essence of G-d will be openly revealed.
Numbers, Shlach 14:14
48
Isaiah 25:9
49
This word “Zeh – this” is only used in the second person, i.e. when something is revealed and
immediately perceivable.
50
This is referring to the time of exile (Galut), in which G-d’s essence is concealed from us…
51
Right now during exile, when the essence of G-d is concealed, what actually is revealed are limitations.
These limitations are the opposite, and therefore bring forth the opposite power of the joy. That is to say,
while the joy in G-d’s essence is concealed, its opposite, the tears at its concealment is revealed.
Furthermore, this is true on all levels of created existence. For, all created existence is equally distant from
G-d’s essence. For example, two objects, one of which is thousands of miles wide, and the other of which
is one millimeter wide, are both literally equal in relation to an absolutely Infinite being.
52
Jeremiah 31:8
53
However, as mentioned previously it is specifically these tears which prepare one, making him into a
fitting receptacle for the actual revelation of G-d’s essence.
54
Psalms 126:6
55
This verse also indicates how it is specifically the tears during exile over the concealment of G-d’s
essence which will bring about the redemption, in which G-d’s essence will be revealed. For, as explained
above, they are completely commensurate to each other.
56
i.e. Joy
57
Psalms 126:2
58
See Vayikra Rabba 13, 3. It is stated that in the future there will be a “joust” between the Shor Ha’bar –
the Giant Ox, and the Leviathan, and that this joust will bring the righteous much pleasure. The Shor
Ha’bar will gore the Leviathon with his horns, while the leviathan will slaughter the Shor Ha’bar with its
fins. It is explained that this refers to the “battle” which will take place between the animal soul and the
Divine soul, i.e. the physical and the spiritual. The two will “slaughter” each other. The Hebrew word for
slaughter can also mean to “uplift”. That is, the two will cause each other to be uplifted to a higher level
than they are at the moment. That is, right now the spiritual (revelation of G-d) and the physical
(concealment of G-d) are opposites and do not dwell together. Through this “battle” they will both be
uplifted so that they do not contradict one another. Then, at that point, G-dliness will be revealed, in the
physical world. This is the also the explanation of how the lights of Tohu will enter the vessels of Tikkun.
59
Isaiah 63:16
60
See tractate Shabbat 89b
61
The word Yitzchak (the name of the second forefather) means, “I will laugh” in the future tense. This
refers to the laughter in the time of revelation which follows the tears of the time of concealment during
exile. Specifically at that time, we will address Yitzchak as “our father”.
47

That is, it will come out from its opposite, which is the weeping that there was during the
time of exile,62 as is known.
Based on all this we may understand the true reason why the midnight prayers of Tikkun
Chatzot63 are specifically done through tears. This is advantageous for the soul, allowing one
to pray [the morning service] with a revelation of an essential pleasure [in G-d], as in the
verse, “We shall rejoice in You” etc. and although the weeping during the midnight prayer of
Tikkun Chatzot are simple tears shed over “the sins of one’s youth”64 and the like,
nonetheless, about this it states65, “My tears were my bread day and night”. [“Day and
night”] refers to the recital of the Shema66 and the [Amida] prayers of the morning and
evening67. This is because his tears over his distance, which are caused by his sins and
transgressions, rectify the aspect of the source of the sin [itself]68. This [source of sin] is
specifically the casting off of the yoke of Heaven,69 and the aspect of the exile of the Divine
Presence, which comes in a particular manner in each G-dly spark70. These tears rectify and
remove the blemish completely, and awaken above the aspect of the weeping which
opposes71 and which comes out of its opposite power, which is the essential joy, mentioned
above. This [joy] will radiate within his G-dly soul during the Shema recital and the prayers
etc. and will, literally, become as bread for his soul72.
62

In other words, commensurate to the tears during the time of exile and concealment will be the joy during
the time of redemption and revelation. They are equal. Furthermore, it is specifically the tears of exile
which will bring about the joy of the redemption. Just as one who is not pained at the absence of
something does not have pleasure in its revelation, one who is not pained by the concealment of G-dliness
during exile will not be joyful at the revelation of redemption.
63
This prayer bemoans the exile and the destruction of the holy temple in Jerusalem. This prayer is
specifically said tearfully. It is explained that it is specifically these tears over the exile which enable one
to pray the morning prayers with joy and G-dly pleasure. (The morning prayers should specifically be
recited with joy.)
64
This generally refers to all sins, but more particularly to the sin of wasteful emission. However, the
reason he weeps is because through his sins he separated himself from G-d and G-dly revelation, as stated,
“Your transgressions are what separates you”.
65
Psalms 42:4
66
“Hear ‘o Israel, the L-rd our G-d, the L-rd is One”
67
This is to say, the tears during the midnight prayer of Tikkun Chatzot are “my bread” during the morning
and evening prayers.
68
This is also as explained elsewhere that, “One who washes his face with his tears rectifies the image of
G-d which he blemished”.
69
This is to say, the source and root of all of one’s transgressions is the fact that he has essentially cast off
the yoke of Heaven, (as explained in Derech Chayim, also authored by Rabbi DovBer of Lubavitch). The
subsequent transgressions are only a byproduct of this underlying problem. His tears over this, and over
the fact that he has totally separated himself from G-d because of his sins, and his acceptance of the yoke of
Heaven upon himself, will rectify all of his sins at their source. That is, he now places upon himself the
yoke of Heaven, and truly repents.
70
i.e. In each G-dly soul
71
That is, these are the tears about his own personal limitations and separation from G-d, which were
mentioned above. These higher tears come out of his essential joy and pleasure in G-d’s essence.
72
The simple explanation of this is that because of his great bitterness, his tears were considered to be like
bread for him, to fill his soul. In other words, the nature of one who is greatly pained over the lack of the
revelation of the love of his soul, like a son towards his father or a father towards his son, is that tears of
weeping are beneficial to him and act as a catharsis. These tears bring his concealed pain out into
revelation, and they satiate him, like bread. The deeper explanation is that this “bread” refers to “the bread
of Torah”, which he studies day and night. (Similarly, this includes the “the Shma recital morning and
evening”, that is, day and night.) This is understood from the explanation of the verse, “This is my comfort

[On the other hand] the casting off of the yoke of Heaven is its opposite, which is the
opposite of tears. This is like the verse73, “He blesses himself in his heart, saying, I shall have
peace, though I walk in the stubbornness of my heart”74. This is like a servant who rebels.
His rebelliousness and [the fact] that he has cast off the yoke [of his Master] is the main
problem and is the source of anything that he will do against the will of his master75. About
this it states76, “The foolish afflict themselves on account of their sinful ways77 and their
iniquities.” “[Now, the iniquitous are those who are rebellious”, 78 who cast off the yoke of
Heaven. Although they afflict themselves for their sins, and the sins of their youth, how will
it help,79 because,80 “Their soul abhors all manner of food” [which refers to the bread] of
Chochmah, as mentioned above81. [This is] the opposite of the pleasure which surely enlivens
one’s soul82. The verse then continues83, “They reached the gates of death”, as in the verse84,
in my poverty, for Your word has revived me”. The explanation is as follows. He is comforted in his pain
and anguish, which is the bitterness of his soul because of his poverty. Now, “there is no poverty except
the poverty in G-dly knowledge”, i.e. the knowledge and recognition of his Creator. He is lacking in this
because his soul is completely empty from any G-dly light and life, like a poor person whose soul is
completely empty of physical life, as is known that “the impoverished is considered like a dead person”,
literally. This then is his comfort in his poverty, “for Your word has revived me”. This is to say that the
words of G-d which are in the “Torah of Light” enliven his soul with a Divine life force, literally. For,
commensurate to his anguish of the physical world, will be his pleasure in the words of the Torah.
73
Deuteronomy, Netzavim 29:18
74
This is to say that even after hearing the “curse” mentioned in the first part of the verse, he is defiant and
insists on straying after his own heart’s desires, against the will of his Master. He casts off the yoke of
Heaven completely, thinking that nothing will happen to him. (The following verse continues, “The L-rd
will not spare him, but then the anger of the L-rd and His jealousy shall smoke against that man, and all the
curses that are written in this book shall lie upon him, and the L-rd shall blot his name from under
heaven.”)
75
This is analogous to a slave who rebels against his master by displaying impudence and gall before him,
as if he is not his master at all. In the eyes of the master, this is worse than any transgression of a command
that the slave may fail to do. This is the general reason why the servant removes himself from the rule of
the master. Although, as of yet, he may not have done so, nonetheless, his soul is prepared to cast off the
yoke of his master completely, at any opportunity. Furthermore, it is this rebelliousness which is the
foundation and underlying cause of any and all of the particular transgressions that the servant may do.
76
Psalms 107:17
77
The “sinful way”, is the casting off of the yoke of heaven, which is the path which leads to sin. One who
is on this path will sin as a result of being on this path. Therefore, the Rebbe explains that this verse (both
in our text and in Derech Chayim) is referring to this type of fool. These are people who fast and are full of
remorse over individual sins, but who have not yet rectified the foundational source of their sins, which is
the casting off of the yoke of Heaven. This remorse and self affliction is, therefore, not effective in helping
them.
78
See tractate Yomah 36b
79
That is, the self affliction for the particular transgressions will not help them unless they rectify the root
of the problem which is the casting off of the yoke of Heaven.
80
Psalms 107:14
81
See footnote 70. In other words, because their tears are not over the casting off of the yoke of Heaven,
and they are not pained over their separation from G-d, it is clear that this is not their true desire. If it was
their true desire, they would take pleasure in the toil of Torah study, for the reason mentioned above.
82
In other words, although they may regret their sins, because their sins have become “a whip with which
to smite them”, they do not truly desire to come close to G-d. They therefore do not take pleasure in the
toil of Torah study, the “bread” of Chochmah, which satiates and enlivens the soul. In other words, their
tears cannot be rectified through Torah study and closeness to G-d, for this is not what they are pained
about. The main point is that one’s desire must be to come close to G-d, and his pain should be at his
separation from G-d. Any ulterior desires will not lead one to G-d, and will not help him at all.

“[See I have set before you this day] life and good” which is the joy and good heartedness,
from the aforementioned essential pleasure. Its opposite is “the death and evil” through
casting off the heavenly yoke85.
Now, it is specifically the tears during the midnight prayer of Tikkun Chatzot which is the
foremost preparation for one’s soul to stand in prayer with all of the aforementioned matters
of the three of levels of “weeping from this side…etc.”86 [However] if not87, he will delude
himself in one of these ways. Either he will have weeping alone, or joy alone, or [he will
have both but] they will not be true, to their depths. This is the sign that the G-dly light has
not touched his soul except from a great distance. This is like the Sod88 of the exile of the
Divine Presence in the collective souls of Israel89. (This, then,90 is the main source and
general reason for those who constantly fall from their levels of Divine pleasure and joy,
without it being established whatsoever. With the slightest resistance and opposition the
“Ropes that bind” [him to G-d] become completely uprooted from his heart.91 This is as
mentioned above regarding the verses, “The foolish afflict themselves…Their soul abhorred
all manner of food…etc.”92 Therefore, whoever truly desires closeness to G-d should
constantly make a great preparation within his soul during the midnight prayer of Tikkun
Chatzot, and with the aforementioned matter of “weeping is affixed in my heart on this side
and joy on that side”. He should not delude himself, thus literally freely destroying his
soul93. This will suffice those of understanding94.)

83

Psalms, 107:18. The entire verse is, “Their soul abhorred all manner of food; for they came near the
gates of death.”
84
Deuteronomy, Netzavim 30:15. The entire verse is, “See I have placed before you this day the life and
the good and death and evil”.
85
This is to say that a person has two options. When one casts off the yoke of Heaven, the automatic result
is that he will be lead down a path to spiritual death, literally. The opposite is true when one places the
yoke of Heaven upon himself. He is then choosing the “life and good”.
86
As mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, these two aspects, the “weeping” and “joy” are
interdependent. However, here the Rebbe states the prerequisite for achieving this. That is, one must first
accept upon himself the yoke of Heaven. If he has not accepted the yoke of heaven upon himself, then he
will not have this love and fear during prayer.
87
That is, if he is lacking the acceptance of the heavenly yoke, then he will either delude himself that he is
“perceiving” G-dliness, or he will have only one side of the coin, without the other etc…
88
“Mystery” or “Secret”
89
In other words, during the exile G-dliness is only perceived from “afar” in an external encompassing
manner. One’s faith does not permeate his being and although he does believe in G-d, it is external to his
actual conduct and immediate perception. The ultimate intent is to bring these encompassing lights of
G-dliness so that they permeate one’s being, in a revealed and inner manner.
90
This lack of preparation…
91
This is to say that with the slightest opposition to his elevated spiritual level, such as involvement in his
livelihood or a greater sense of self (due to receiving honor etc.), his connection to G-d will become
uprooted from his heart, and he will fall from his elevated level of awareness. This is only because of a
lack in the aforementioned preparation.
92
As mentioned before, because they are lacking the acceptance of the yoke of Heaven, all their toil and
efforts are futile, since they will surely fall and return to their previous ruined state.
93
Another explanation for the Rebbe’s usage of “freely” here can be as follows. “He should not delude
himself allowing his soul to be destroyed, by freeing himself [of the yoke of Heaven]”.
94
It is therefore clear that this is a prerequisite to revelation of G-dliness and closeness to G-d. It is
necessary for one to accept the yoke of Heaven, and to do this on a constant basis, specifically during the
midnight prayer of Tikkun Chatzot.

(From all of the above we also may understand the reason for the great principle, [which was
said] in the name of the Maggid of Mezritch of blessed memory. [That to] naturally [have a
dominance of the] “black gall”95 is a preparatory receptacle to the attainment of true pleasure
through self-sacrifice in “one”96, and for the reception of all the secrets [of the Torah]. All
this is explained in Kuntrus [HaHitpa’alut] at length. This will suffice those of understanding.)
End of Chapter Six

95

The nature of the “black gall – Marah Shchora” is that, by nature, one feels lowly and humble. Such
people tend to be serious and studious by nature. In contrast, when the “white gall – Marah Levana” is
dominant, a person tends to be lighthearted by nature, which is the opposite of the serious, lowly person. It
is explained in Derech Chayim that the nature of the “white gall” is equal to one who casts off the yoke of
heaven, and that this is almost as bad as those who intentionally rebel against G-d (apikorsim). This is
because, due to his lighthearted nature, he does not at all take G-d into consideration in his thoughts, speech
and actions, and does not set the fear of Heaven before his eyes. He acts in a “bubbly” gregarious manner
without considering “before whom he stands”. This nature is what is called, “the seat of scoffers”. In
contrast, one who has the nature of the “black gall” is lowly and “accepting of the yoke” by his very nature.
Therefore, one who has the nature of the “black gall” is a fitting receptacle for the yoke of Heaven, and
subsequently, the revelation of G-dliness.
96
This refers to the recitation of the Shma. When one says the word Echad-One he gives his entire life over
to G-d with true and absolute dedication, even to the point of death for the sake of the sanctification G-d’s
name.

